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We briefly discuss the possibility of using ions stored in traps to

experimentally test the predictions of the one-component plasma (OCP) theory.
We then report the observation of shell structures, a predicted feature of the
finite OCP, with Be' ions stored i n a Penning trap. Clouds containing up to
were laser-cooled to temperatures of about 10
15 000 ions (density 3: 10a

mK. Under these conditions, the ions are strongly coupled and exhibit
liquidlike and solidlike behavior through the formation of concentric shells.
The shells were observed by direct imaging of the laser-induced ion
fluorescence for values of the Coulomb coupling constant r ranging from about
20 to 200.

*Contribution of the U.S, Government, not subject to copyright.

Ions stored in traps can be approximated as a one-component plasma (OCP).
An OCP consists of cl single apeciee of charge embedded in a uniform density
background of opposite charge.' For the system of ions in a trap, the
trapping fields play the rdle of the neutralizitig background charge.2 The
thermodynamic properties of the OCP do not depend on the density and

temperature separately, but only on the dimensionless coupling parameter

r

=

q2/(a,kBT) which is a measure of the nearest neighbor potential energy divided
by the thermal energy of a particle. The quantities q and T are the ion
charge and temperature. The Wigner-Seitz radius a, is defined by 47ra:n,/3 =

An
infinite OCP is predicted to exhibit liquidlike behavior (short-range order)
for I' > 2 and have a liquid-solid phase transition to a bcc lattice at I' =
178.3 Examples of strongly coupled OCP'e can be found in dense astrophysical
objects, for example, in the outer crust of a neutron attar.' A current
challenge to the experimentalist is to create a strongly coupled OCl? in the
laboratory and test the theoretical predictions for the infinite OCP. This
would therefore provide information on very dense states of matter.
1, where -qn, is the charge density of the neutralizing background.

With the use of laser cooling, strongly coupled ions have been obtained
at low ion densities in both the Penning and rf (Paul) traps.'-'
The rf trap
uses a quadrupole radio frequency field to confine ions to a region near the
A pseudopotential can be associated with the confining
center of the trap,''
force of the rf trap; this pseudopotential describes the motion of a single

ion in the trap for times long compared to the period of the rf frequency
applied to the trap. This slow motion of an ion in an tf trap is known as the
secular motion.8 It is the analogue of the betatron motion of an ion in a
storage ring. A fast micromotion at the rf trap frequency is superimposed on
the slow secular motion of an ion. It i s eaay ta show that ions in an rf trap
behave like an OCP as long as the micromotion can be neglected relative to the
secular motion of the ionsna
The rf micromotion, however, has important effects on ions stored in an
rf trap.

For example, the ion space charge electric fields can couple the
energy of the micromotion into the secular motion. This process, known as rf
heating,O has up to now, limited the number of atored ions that can be lasercooled in an rf trap to approximately 100,

In addition, the rf heating
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- 233 very nonlinear. It Is greater In the disordered state of the stored ions than
the ordered, crystallike state. If the cooling power i s large enough to
overcome the rf heating and some order start8 to occur, the rf heating
decreases and the ion temperature rapidly decreases resulting in a cold,
ordered state,lPtll Tn essence, the $on cloud haa two states, a hot
disordered state and a cold, ordered 8tate,1°tS1 T h i s may make it difficult
to control the ion temperature and s$udy the onset of order. If the
difficulties in laser cooling many ions and in controlling the ion temperature
can be overcome, it should be posaible to use ions in an rf trap to
experimentally test the predictlono of the Infinite, strongly coupled OCP.
Similar considerations may apply with €one in a storage ring.
These problems do not occur for ions stored i n a Penning trap because
only static electric and magnetlo fields nre used for confinement.
Consequently, it has ao far been possible to laser-cool larger numbers of ions
in a Penning trap, We have been able t o laser-cool up to IOS Be' ions in a
Penning trap to temperatures less than 1 K.

A currently unanswered question

is how many stored ions 4re required for inftnite volume behavior, i.e. the
appearance of a bcc lattice for 'I > 178. For a finite plasma consisting of a
hundred to a few thousand ions, the boundary conditions are predicted to have
a significant effect on the plasma atate. Gimulationa involving these numbers
o f ions in a spherical trap potentlsl predict that the ion cloud will separate
into concentric sphertcal
Tnatead of a sharp phase transition,
the system i s expected to evolve gradually from a liquid state characterized
by short-range order and diffuslon tn all directions, to a state where there
is diffusion within a shell but no dtffusion between the shells (liquid within
a shell, solidlike in the radial direction), and ultimately to an overall
solidlike state.
These concluetons should apply to s nonspherical trap
potential as well if the spherical shells are replaced with shells
approximating spheroids. Preliminary independent investigation^^^
of the
nonspherical case support this conjecture.
1

We have observed shell structures with

ions stored in a Penning

trap, These observations were first reported tn Ref. 7 , and the description
o f the experiment and observation are repeated below. The 9Bet ions were
trapped in the cylindric41 Penning trap shown schematically in Fig, 1. A
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= S& (B = 1.92 T) produced by a superconducting magnet
oonfined the ions in the direction perpendicular to the z axis. A static
potential V, between the end and central cylinders confined the ions in the z

mpgnetic f i e l d

direction to a region near the center of the trap. The dimensions of the trap
electrodes were chosen so that the first anharmonic term in the expansion of
the trapping potential was zero. Over the region near the trap center, the
potential can be expressed (in cylindrical coordinates) as b = AVO ( 2 z 2 -r2)
where A = 0 . 1 4 6 cm'2, A background pressure of 10-8 Pa (=
Torr) was
maintained by a triode sputter-ion pump, The stored ions can be characterized
by a thermal distribution where the "paralleln (to the z axis) temperature Tu
is approximately equal to the "perpendicularM temperature T, (from the
cyclotron motion). This thermal distribution is superimposed on a uniform
rotation of the clouda*' at frequency

w

which, at the low temperatures of this

drift,
I
where 2 is the electric field due to the
experiment, is due to the &
trap voltage and the space charge of the ions.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the trap electrodes, laser beams, and imaging
system (not to scale). The overall length of the trap is 10.2 cm. The trap
consists
with 2.5
diameter
angle of

of two end cylinders and two electrically connected central cylinders
cm inner diameters, Ion clouds are typically less than 1 mm in both
and axial length. The diagonal cooling beam crosses the cloud at an
51" with respect to the 2 axis.

The ions were laser cooled and optically pumped into the
state by driving the 2s 2S,(3/2,1/2)
+ 2p zP3,2(3/2,3/2)
transition slightly below its resonant frequency.'
The 313-nm cooling
2s 2Sh(M,=3/2,Mj=1/2)

radiation

(= 30 pW)

could be directed perpendicularly to the magnetic field

and/or along a diagonal as indicated

in Fik. 1. In addition to cooling the

ions, the laser also applied an overall totque which could either compress or
expand the cloud,' This allowed US to conttol the cloud srize by choosing the
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radial positions (and thus the torques) o f the perpendicular and diagonal

About 0.049 o f the 313-nm fluorescsnca from the decay of the 2 P , , 2

state

was focused by f/10 Optic8 onto the photocathode of a reeistive-anode photon-

The imager was located along the z axis, about 1 m
from the ions. The imaging optica was composed of a three-stage lens system
with overall magnification o f 27 and a resolution (FWHH) of about 5 pm
counting imaging tube.

(specifically, the image of a p o h t source when referred to the position of
the ions was approximately 5 clm
15 Wlz.

in

Counting rates ranged from 2 to

diameter).

Positions of the photons arriving at the imager were displayed in

real time on an oscilloscope

while being integrated by a computer.

A second laser (power

shell structure of the cloud.

1 pw, beam w a b t

Q

30 pm) waa used to map the

mi8 probe laser wae tuned to the same

transition as the cooling laser and was directed through the cloud
perpendicularly to the magnetic field.

With the probe laser turned on

continuously, the coollng laser could be chopped at 2 lcHz (50% duty cycle) and
the image signal integrated only

when the cooling laser

wa6

off.

Different

portions of the cloud could be Imaged by the translation of the probe beam, in
a calibrated fashion, either parallel or perpendicular to the z axis.

Images

were also obtained from the ion fluorescence of all three laser beams.
The probe beam was also used co measure the cloud rotation frequency w
and ion temperatureq4 Far these measurements, the probe laser was tuned to
the 2s 2S,(3/2,1/2)

-t

2p

aP,,, (3/2,-1/2) "depopulation" transition. Ions in

state c4n decay to the 2s 2S,(3/2,-1/2)

the 2p 2P,,2(3/2,-1/2)

state,

temporarily removing some of the tan population from the 2s 2Sk(3/2,1/2>
state.

This results in a decreese in the cooling fluorescence as the probe

laser is scanned through the depapulation transition.
measuring the ch8nge

In

We determined w by

the Poppler shift of the depopulation signal as the

probe beam was translated perpendicularly to the z axis.
then be calculated2"

The density no could

from no = mw(n-w)/2nq2, where 0 = qB/mc is the cyclotron

and the cloud s i z e obtained fram probe-beam images,
the total number of ions was calculated. The ion temperature was derived from
the Poppler broadening contribution to the width of the depopulation signal.
frequency.

With w e of
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erpendicular to the magnetic

emperature T, was me sured with probe beam

field and TI was measured with the probe beam parallel to the magnetic field
direction (not shown in Pig. 1).

In the latter case, crossed polarizers were

used to reduce the intensity of the probe beam at the imager.
measured values of the temperature

Eq. (1).

In the case where Ti#"[

,

T and the

density

From the

no, T was calculated with

the larger temperature was used in the

calculation of I'.
We have observed shell structure in clouds containity as few as 20 ions

15 000 ions (sixteen shells). Images covering this
range are shown in Fig. 2. Even with 15 000 ions in the trap there is no
(one shell) and as many

69

We measured the coupling constant

evidence for infinite volttme behavior.

for several clouds containing about I000 ion&.

r

Drift in the system parameters

was checked by verifying that the same image@ were obtained before and after
the cloud rotation frequency and ion temperatures were measured.
shows examples of shell structures at two different values of
image is an example of high coupling (I'

(r

T. The first

180) and shows very good shell

definition in an intensity plot across the cloud.
example of lower coupling

Figure 3

The second image is an

50) and was obtained with cooling only

perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Variations in peak intensities

equidistant from the z axis are due to signal-to-noise limitations and
imperfect alignment between the imager x axis and the probe beam.
We obtained three-dimensional information on the shell atructure by
taking probe images at different z pogitions; two types of shell structure
were present under different circumstances.

The first type showed shell

curvature near the ends of the cloud, indicating that the shells may have been
closed spheroids.

Shell closure was difficult to verify because of a lack of

sharp images near the ends of the cloud where the

This may have been due to the averaging of the shells
over the axial width of the probe beam. In the other type of shell structure,
curvature was greatest.

it was clear that the shells were concentric right circular cylinders with
progressively longer cylinders near the center,
shown in Fig. 4. Other evidence for

An example of these data f a

cylindrical shells was obtained from the

observation that shells in the diagonal-beam images occurred at the same
cylindrical radii as those from the perpendicular beams.

This can be seen in

7
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the three-besm images such aa that ohown in Fig. 2(c), Gystematic causes o f
these two d l f f e r e n t sheiL configurstiono have nat y e t been Sdentifled.

Fig. 2.

Images of shell structures.

(a) A single shell

In a cloud containing

approximately 20 ions, Trap voltage V, = 14 V and cloud aspect ratio a,

6.5. T h i a image was abfained from the ion
the perpendicular and diagonal cooling beams. (b) Sixteen

(axial length/diameter)
fluorescence o f

(*

shells (probe-beam ion fluorescence only)

Cn

a cloud containing about 15 000

= 0 . 8 . (c) Eleven shells plus a center column in
the same cloud as (b) , with V, = 28 V and a, = 2 , 4 . T h i s image shows the ion
ions with V, = 100 V and a,

fluoreacence from a l l three laser beams.

Lntegration tinea were about 100

8

f o r all images.

x h)
Fig. 3. Intensity plots along the Imager x a x i s (psrallel t o the probe beam)
through the center of the ion cloud with correspondin6 images (above). (a)

'$m,no

= 180:;;
(T = 6
1 7 ~ 1 0tans
~ em's), Cloud aspect ratio a, = 3.5.
(b) r = 50?:: (T = 3 3 t f 3 mK, n, = 2 ~ 1 0€one
~ cmWs), a, = 5. The clouds

ll

contained about 1000 ions in

both oases,

-
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Fig. 4. Data showing evidence for concenttic cylindrical shells. On the
right is a series of images obtained with the probe beam for different 2
positions zp of the probe beam (lower half of the cloud only). Intensity
plots for zp = -40 pm and zp = - 1 1 8 pm are shown on the left. The cloud
aspect ratio a, was about 1 . 9 .
One comparison which can be made between the theoretical calculations and
our experimental result8 i s the relationship betweeh the number of shells and
the number of ions, Ni, in a cloud. For a trpherical cloud,
approximately (N,/4)llS shells are predicted. l 2 For the nearly spherical
cloud of Fig. 2(b) (Ni
15 OOO), this formula predicts 1 5 , 5 shells and We
measure 16. At present, it is difficult to make further quantitative
comparisons between our data and the theoretical calculations. For example,
there is substantial uncertainty in our measurement of 'I due to uncertainty in
the temperature measurement. Our data do agree qualitatively with the
simulations with the exception, i n some casea, of the presence of an opencylinder shell structure

a8

opposed to the predicted closed spheroids.

Schiffer has suggestedi5 that shear (that i e , different rotation frequencies)
between the shells may account for this discrepancy, In our experiment, shear
could be caused by differential laser torque or the presence of impurity
i0ns.l' For the data here, we have determined that the rotation frequency
does not vary by more than 30% across the cloud. "his is comparable to the
limits discussed in Refa. 17 and l d ,
Future improvements will allow a more complete comparison of the data and
the simulations, such as the relationship between shell definition and T for

a

variety of conditions, A l s o , we have observed that i t Is possible, using the
probe depopulation transttion, ta Cag ion8 Ln different parts of the cloud and
see the presence (or lack) of ion diffusion, In preliminary measurements we
have observed states where the dlffuston between shella i s slow compared to
the diffusion within a ahell, a8 well as near solidlike states where the
diffusion both between shells and within a shell $ 6 slow. Finally, with more
laser power, even larger clouds ( l o 5 Ions or more) can be cooled t o these
temperatures (10 a).This may permit observation, by Bragg scattering,' of
the predicted infinite volume structure.
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